Ruta de Las Recoveras

Ruta de Las Recoveras
The History

The “recoveras” were the women - and there
were also men - who took the route between
Casares and Gibraltar to sell local products
and buy others to resell afterwards on their return.
Gertrudis Carrasco of Casares was one of
these. At the outbreak of the Civil War, Gertrudis was forced to flee with her three children,
between 2 and 9 years old, her husband Manuel, who was a rifleman – and a committed
republican - and her mother-in-law. On arriving at Málaga, they lived through the tragic episode of La Desbandá – the flight from Málaga
along the road to Almería, under bombardment
by Italian and German warships and planes.
Manuel was arrested and shot. Gertrudis returned to Casares and had to resort, like most
widows, to this work to support her children.
The only way the recoveras of Casares could
reach La Línea was on foot. So they walked the
49 kilometres to bring products of the village:
for example, sausages, oil, eggs and soap. They
slept at La Línea and the next day walked back
to Casares with what they had bought in Gibraltar, such as tobacco, coffee, preserves, butter, oil lamps and glassware.
The recoveras finally stopped using the route
in 1969 when the border with Gibraltar was
closed.
Manuel Galán, a cartographer, has reconstructed these historical routes with the help of
descendants of the recoveras of Casares. They
have identified stopping points such as farmhouses and buildings.

In the words of one granddaughter of a recovera:
"The Ruta de Las Recoveras is much more
than a track, it is the path that bears the imprints of the steady but tired and harassed feet
of these brave women. A 49 km journey that
many widows of the Civil War walked between
Casares and La Línea de la Concepción.
"This route collects the testimony of those
people, their dignified struggle to face this dark
time of humiliation, injustice and pain so that
it never gets forgotten.
"Many parts of the different routes they took
to protect their cargo from military controls go
through spaces that still conserve their great
natural beauty”.
Manuel Galán adds: “In tracing the course of
this route, we have tried to be faithful to history, passing by the farmhouses and areas once
described by Grandmother Gertrudis. This is
in spite of subsequent years of brutal urban
development, the usurpation of public roads,
and the privatization or fencing around many
farms that prevent us from reproducing the exact path in its totality.
“The Ruta de Las Recoveras now serves as a
lasting tribute to these brave, strong people”.
During the weekend of October 28 and 29,
2017, the people of Casares paid homage to
their forebears, and on October 29, 44 people
walked the "Ruta de Las Recoveras", of whom
13 managed the full distance to the border with
Gibraltar.
Without a doubt, there is today a greater
awareness of the enormous effort that the work
meant for those women and of the dignity of
their struggle. It is essential to retain this legacy for the sake of our collective memory, and
for the historical record.
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Profiles: the Ruta and its Stages
Stage 1: Casares - Secadero

Carretera
A-377

Junction Ríos
Genal Guadiaro

Río Genal

387 m

Plaza de
España,
Casares

Secadero

15 m
Conditions: Moderate. Dist.= 17.1 km inc. contours. Paths and roads well defined. Use of GPS useful but not essential.

Stage 2: Secadero – San Roque

San Roque
Parque de Toril
163 m

Secadero

67 m

15 m

Conditions: Difficult. Dist.= 25.1 km inc. contours. Longest of the three Stages: a significant part cross-country along a
variety of paths. Use of GPS essential unless a truly expert navigator.

Stage 3: San Roque – La Verja

67 m

La Verja

San Roque
Parque el
Toril
3m

Conditions: Moderate. Dist.= 8.95 km inc. contours. More than half is cross-country, the rest urban. Use of GPS
advisable.
Plaza de
España,
Casares

Entire Ruta de Recoveras: Casares – La Verja

163 m

387 m

San Roque
Parque de Toril
Secadero

La Verja
15 m
67 m

3m

Conditions: Very difficult. Very long distance = 51.2 km inc. contours. Much of the distance is cross-country along a
variety of paths.. Use of GPS essential unless a truly expert navigator.
.

Ruta de Las Recoveras
The Route
Introduction. Many thanks for their encouragement and support to Ana Mora,
granddaughter of Gertrudis La Recovera; Rocío Ruiz, Councillor for Tourism; and
Manuel Galán, expert guide, who researched and rediscovered the exact route
followed by Las Recoveras.
The walk on October 29, 2017 was organized into three Stages and guided by
experts. Walkers were able to select one or more Stages or cover the entire
distance. This booklet is structured with the same Stages, but it is for those who
would like to walk on a self-guided basis.
Navigation. For each Stage, there is an introductory page with a brief written
description, a list of numbered reference points (“waypoints”) along the route, and
links to GPS information. To provide the best details possible, there are one or
more high definition maps, most with a scale of 1: 25,000. The maps show the
highlighted route and the numbered waypoints. Map grid lines, map references,
waypoints, and the route use Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM). This is one of
the settings in Google Earth and is an option available in all handheld GPS
devices. The grid lines on the map are one kilometre apart.
GPS is useful to investigate the route ahead of time, and during the trip to help
the traveller follow the exact route. This booklet provides links to two GPS data
sources:
• The GPS link connects to a page on Wikiloc.com. This provides a discussion of
the route and displays it in the context of a satellite view or a choice of maps,
including those used here. It offers a GPS track (a GPX file) to download to an
application on a smartphone or a handheld GPS device, or to Google Earth.
Walkers can see their position in relation to the route while they walk.
• The KMZ link gives a download of the file. This can be viewed in Google Earth
and contains both the route and numbered waypoints. It can also be downloaded
to a handheld GPS or to an application such as "GPS Tracks" on a smartphone.
Google Earth is especially useful for preparing the walk, and exploring the nature
of the roads and terrain in advance. With the handheld GPS device, walkers can
see their position against the route line while on the journey, and also check their
position against the numbered waypoints.
Preparation. Walkers are urged to study the route carefully in advance, to
ensure that it is within their physical capabilities, and to plan the appropriate
provisions, clothing, footwear and transportation to and from the route. Clothing
and equipment include: waterproofs during the winter months; layers of clothing
to add or remove according to weather conditions; strong boots with good soles
and good ankle support; walking poles; food; a good water supply, particularly in
the warmer months; sunscreen and a hat; the relevant instructions and maps;
and a GPS application or handheld GPS device (with power backup) to use the
routes and reference points provided with these instructions.
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Stage 1: Casares – Secadero
Maps:
• North section: scale 1::25.000,
MTN25 1071-2
• South section: scale 1:50.000,
MTN50 1071

GPS
trail

KMZ
track &
way
points

Brief instructions:
Departure from the Centro
Cultural in Calle Carrera; direction towards the south
of the town of Casares, passing by the new cemetery
and then turning right onto the Vereda de las
Mentiras and the ancient Camino de Jimena. We cross
the main A-377 road between Manilva and Gaucín at
2.3 km and continue along the Camino de Jimena
until we reach the banks of the Genal River at 7.7 km.
There we go southwards along the Vereda de los
Pescadores until we reach Secadero.
Waypoints:
 Start point of the Ruta de las Recoveras and Stage
1 at 30 S 296165 4035908. Go southwards along
Calle Camachas, la Plaza de España, and Calle
Molinos; continue southwards.
 Pass by the new cemetery at 30 S 296264 4035140.
 Turn right along the Vereda de las Mentiras at 30 S
296287 4034821.
 Cross the main A-377 road at 30 S 294967
4034105.
 Turn left along the road at 30 S 292042 4032584.
 Arrive at the banks of the Río Genal at 30 S 291485
4032066. Continue southwards.
 End of Stage 1 at 30 S 292320 4023791.
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Stage 1: Casares – Secadero
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Stage 1: Casares – Secadero
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Stage 2: Secadero – San Roque
Maps:
• North section: scale 1::25.000, MTN25 1071-4 & 1075-1
• Middle section: scale 1:25.000, MTN25 1075-1
• South section: scale 1:25.000, MTN 25 1075-1 & 1075-3

GPS
trail

KMZ track &
waypoints

Brief instructions: Departure from El Secadero towards San Martín del Tesorillo on the A-2102
road. We enter San Martín and turn left on San Roque street, towards Montenegral Alto on the
CA-513 road until we cross the Hozgargante river at the 20.2 km point (from Casares). We
continue for 1.6 km along the drainage path of the Veda until we reach the ruins of the
Marajambu farm. There we take an ascending path in the direction of Garanchal until we reach
the junction with the A-2100 road, which we follow along its southern margin towards Castellar.
We leave the road at the crossroads to the field of Tiro Los Pozos in Paraje Marajambú, and
follow the path of Romeral to El Romeral Cortijo (Comunidad Terapeutica Manantial) at 29.0 km.
We continue the route along the Marajambú path to enter little by little into the Pinar Del Rey.
At the 33.7 km point we start the path of La Alaha or Madre Vieja until we come to the CA-9203
road. There we take the easterly direction towards El Serenil or Ventorrillo, and continue
southwards along the CA_0575 road and enter San Roque through Calle Antonio Prieto to El
Toril Park where this section of the Route ends.

Waypoints:
1 Starting point for Stage 2 en 30 S 292320 4023791. Go towards San Martin del Tesorillo.
2 Turn left at 30 S 291862 4024275 along calle San Roque. Continue towards Montenegral
Alto.
3 Turn left at 30 S 288674 4022525 to cross the Río Hozgarganta.
4 Turn right at 30 S 288484 4022085.
5 Turn left along the path at 30 S 287652 4022675 near the ruins of the cortijo de
Majarajambuz. Continue southwards, climbing in the direction of Garanchal until arriving at
the main A-2100 road.
6 Turn right in the direction of Castellar at 30 S 285543 4020812.
7 Turn left at 30 S 284335 4019695.
8 Please note that for this part, the route goes next to a bigger track.
9 Cortijo del Romeral at 30 S 284745 4018176.
10 Waypoint at 30 S 284609 4017437.
11 Waypoint at 30 S 284117 4016231.
12 Waypoint at 30 S 284740 4015000.
13 Curve towards the right at 30 S 284952 4014418.
14 Turn left onto a smaller path at 30 S 284783 4014277.
15 Waypoint at 30 S 284885 4014118.
16 Waypoint at 30 S 284559 4013657.
17 Waypoint at 30 S 284575 4013292.
18 Waypoint at 30 S 284509 4012653.
19 Join the main CA-5121 road and turn left at 30 S 284321 4012367.
20 Turn left at the road at 30 S 284450 4012295.
21 Waypoint at 30 S 285167 4012099.
22 Turn right onto the main CA-9202 road, now the CA-0575, at 30 S 285345 4011482.
23 Carry on towards the main CA-5121 road at 30 S 285336 4010742.
24 Turn left along the path at 30 S 285337 4010530.
25 Waypoint at 30 S 285559 4010187.
26 At 30 S 285425 4010004 turn left along Calle Herradura; then turn right onto Calle Nueva;
then turn left into Calle Mercedes Huertas; then turn left along Calle Velázquez.
27 End of Stage 2 at Parque El Toril at 30 S 285469 4009645.
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Stage 2: Secadero – San Roque
North section
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Stage 2: Secadero – San Roque
Middle section
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Stage 2: Secadero – San Roque
South section
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Stage 3: San Roque – La Verja
Maps:
•
Scale 1::25.000, MTN25 1075-3,
1075-4, 1078-1

GPS
trail

KMZ track
&
waypoints

Brief instructions: We begin this last section in the
Parque El Toril of San Roque. We cross the N-340 road
(take great care here), we also cross the CA-34 road to start
the path opposite the Instituto de Educación Secundaria
Hostelería and continue along the El Escobero road in a
southerly direction until reaching the first houses of La
Línea. We go down Calle Las Pedreras until we reach the
Paseo Marítimo and continue until we arrive at La Verja.
Waypoints:
 Starting point for Stage 3 at 30 S 296165 4035908. Cross
the main N-340 road with great care; we then also cross the
main CA-34 road to go along the path opposite the Instituto
de Educación Secundaria Hostelería.
 Turn right at 30 S 285786 4009491.
 Turn right at 30 S 286428 4009094.
 Turn left at 30 S 286517 4008661.
 Waypoint at 30 S 287088 4008010.
 Turn left at 30 S 287514 4007120.
 Turn right along Travesía Junquillo at 30 S 287969
4005871.
Turn left at Calle Virgen de Loreto at 30 S 287763 4005762.
Continue along Calle Pedreras at 30 S 288024 4005526.
Turn left along Av. Principe de Asturias at 30 S 288084
4004426.
End point of the Ruta de Las Recoveras at 30 S 288763
4003809.
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Stage 3: San Roque – la Verja
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